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ALPENA HIGH SCHOOL

The Picnic

Graduating

Brothers and I played in the yard,
waiting for his return
But morning soon turned into
afternoon
We grew tired and sat on the
porch and sipped
Lemonade
We heard the sound of our phone
ringing
And then Mother's voice
Then all in the house was quiet.

It's our last year
But it doesn't matter
Because we will all go together
Walking up to get our diplomas
We stop and remember every moment
Getting ready to go into the world
We are like a disease without a cure.

-Paula Kay Harris
Aunt Tomato
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She is short and plump
With a red face.
She's always full of gossip,
Juicy and not always
Sweet.
-Robyn Christian
The Fatness of It
The fatness of it,
Orange-ish-red
Many seedlings
All over.
The green, dried stem
On the plant's head,
Every now and then you have to
stop and stare.
-Marcie Ballard

-Danny A.
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ANDERSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
The Sky

Apples

The sky is like a big
blue blanket.
It covers the earth day
by day.
It looks like a blue cotton
puff.
It smells like a cool
summer breeze.
You can hear it moving,
it sounds like a tornado.
When I touch it, I can
make anything out of
it.
\.fuen I am hungry, I
taste the cloud like
cotton candy.

The apples are seasoned
And ripe and sound.
Gently they fall
On the yellow ground.
The apples are stored
In the dusky bin
Where hardly a glimmer
Of light creeps in.
In the firelight, winter
Nights, there will be
The clear, sweet taste
Of a summer tree!
-Sherman Conley

-Amy Norris
Dirt
The Dog
Skinny looks like an
old woman with her hair skinned

off
And eats like a 100 year old
skinny man that hasn't ate
in 95 years.
It feels like bones on a piece
of chicken
And smells like a dead dog
And sounds like a stabbed cricket.
-Trisha Scott

The Sun
The sun smells like burnt toast.
It looks like a giant fire ball.
It

sounds like the papermill letting

off
steam. It tastes like
100,000,000,000
Jalepenos.
-John H.

Dirt can be as soft as petals.
You can make a great complexion
out of such elegant dust.
And it flutters around swiftly on a
muddy pond.
-Joy Gardner
My Mother
My mother is at home reading a book.
She sees lots of words.
She hears a baby crying.
She smells soured milk.
She feels mad at the baby.
She tastes bitter.
She is thinking of running away.
-Laura Camille Matthews
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ARKANSAS CITY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

All About Being a Light

Like Rain

I am a light.
Everytime I get turned on I get mad
Like a ball of fire.
Well it's not easy being a light
Because you get turned on and off.
It feels like you are disconnected
When you are turned off.

I smell rain
In a beautiful field that lies down
Like paper to the levee.
-Keith Mosdy
The Speedster

-Lee Ann Beliew
Shoes That Fit
I am a shoe.
If people like me they will wear me.
If people don't wear me, it hurts
inside.
I wish I could fit everyone
But I can't. I have to be the
right size.
If a foot is too big, it hurts
for them to wear me.
-Kimberly Calvert
I Will Begin
I will begin with the blue of my
skjrt
Soaring in the air.
I will end with the wind stopping.
-Le Ann
Recipe for Kissing Soup
One pot of boiling water.
Half a cup of vinegar.
Half a cup of cinnamon.
One pint of lipstick.
Half a cup of human lips.
One pinch of sugar (to make the lips
sweet)
-Chris Mosby

I am a dark, smokey grey New Yorker
Zooming down a busy freeway
Passing cars left and right, leaving
Them behind like a rocket in space,
Driving down gravel roads,
Kicking dust with my tires
Like a sand storm in a desert .
-Terrick

A Recipe For Walking Through the
Woods Early In the Morning
1 cup of golden brown fall leaves
1/2 cup of deer blood that a hunter
shot
2 gallons of cold stream water
50 to 60 white tailed deer running
through fields
- Anonymous
I

~hll

Begin

I will begin with the blue of the
rainbow .
I will end with red down deep in my
heart .
-Bill Wells
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BERRYVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

Tornado

Leaf

Wind raging like a bloodthirsty bull
stealing condos and
baby carriages
tearing through the populated towns
watching for anyone that is
unaware
sauntering through the countryside
looking for a kill, sparing no one

The leaf drops off of the tree
Descending to the ground
Wanting to drift
in the breeze forever
It wavers slightly
Before reaching its destiny

-Jennifer Kuncl
Life
I wonder through the briers of life
snagging myself on headless discord,
Colossal bluffs surrounding me
No way out of this miserable
existence.

-Becca Thompson
Job Opportunities
Wanted
Someone to
hold the
world still
while I
catch up.
Minimum
wage.

-Rob Gresham

-Casey Wilson

A Creek
A Creek tends to Pristine
It meanders regally through
high mountain meadows
cascades down dainty waterfalls
pauses in placid pools
ripples over beds of gleaming
gravel
and polished rock.
It sparkles in the sunlight as
Deer and Poets sip from it
and images of eagles wheel upon
the surface of its mirrored depths
-Chris Fields

Piano
The ivory's light, melodic motion
Comes flowing from the keys,
Pressed in sweet adoration
Just for you and me.
-Becca Thompson

...
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BERYL HENRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Dipstick

Sunday

My cat Dipstick sits on a shaggly
old picket fence shrieking at the
moon.
He wears an electric barbed wire
collar
with holes in it.
At Dipstick's dinner party they eat:
eyeball, fishbone, rat tail ketchup
stew
served on trash can lids.
He does a pigeon-toed strut down an
old alley.

I go to church and smell the
ladies' perfume that smells like
sour lemons.
And when it is time to eat the
chicken tastes
like season salt.
You can hear the men talking about
how good the pie tastes.
The pastor he always taps me on my
head really
soft, and then I walk on the hard
road on
my way home.

-Ms. Nix's class
- Coy
One Man in the Darkness

...

One man has white eyes
like the piano of white clouds of
joy.
And he plays like a sweet and
lovely song like the night
of the darkness and he smells
like baby powder every day.
-Shemeka Smith

Rainy Days
Rain sounds like sadness walking
in the mud
and a shower of sunflower seeds.
It feels like angels' cold tears .
Rain tastes like the sap of a pine
tree .
Rain looks like candy falling into
your
bag on Halloween night.
Rain smells like a musty t - shirt .

The Gray Cat
-Ms. Burgess ' class
The gray cat purrs in its sleep .
The man strokes its head softly.
It is as soft as freshly grown
grass.
The rough hands of the man
soften with each stroke.
-Melody

Buses
Buses smell like sweaty children,
They feel rough as rubber .
Buses taste like blue jeans ,
They sound loud as a lion's roar .
Buses can be spotless as a bedroom,
But who would care to clean?
-Robyn Burnham
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CALDWELL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
My Anger

People Are Wanting

My anger is like a raging bull
When I have fun I feel like a
million dollars
When I'm sad I feel like a
skindiver
Jumping and splatting on the
Golden Gate Bridge

People are wanting
They want everything
No buts They want their way
You can't stop them
-Richard Hopkins

-Jay Holland
This Is Anger
Tonight's Not the Knight
Knight is cold,
Knight is long,
Knight is dark,
Knight is black or gray.
Knight is full of surprises!
No,
Not the Knight you're thinking about,
Not knight and day.
This knight is rusty
And wears a suit of armor.
Misty and very old.
-Yael Young
Pulling a Tooth
It hurts, it hurts.
First wiggle it around and around,
Then pull up, up, up, it's coming
It's coming.
My fingers slipped.
Now I have to start all over again.
POP
It's out!
-Korienne D. Barnes
. The Moon Rapper
sits on the moon,
raps all night
till the break of day.
He don't have a group
and he d0n't really care.
ft IS hiS life
and he never gets tired of it.
-Jason Whitely

Her anger feels like wood on an open
fire.
Her love for everyone is like a
glass bottle
That has just been broken.
her jealousy is like a door
That has just been slammed.
-Lauren Phillips
When She's Angry
When she's angry she feels like an
oven reheating,
A microwave warming up.
Her friendship is light and new.
Her loneliness is not often. Her
dreams
are at the beginning.
-Cara Melvin
When
When I am mad, I feel like shark's
teeth.
When I am sad, it's like a broken
heart.
My friendship with my friend
is like the last hamburger in the
world.
-Sara Freeman

CALICO ROCK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

My Family

Yellow

Rick's getting a divorce.
Mike's made the toilet overflow.
Linda fell off the horse.
John nor Fred can get the car to go.
Sheila's teasing Matthew.
Jessica and Jason want to
talk on the phone too!
Grandpa's gotten sick,
Grandma can't get up the
steps--the porch is too slick.
Sheila and Matthew
have missed the bus.
Now Mom's got a headache from all
of their fuss.
As you can see,
I have a troublesome family.

Is as sweet as
Spring flowers
As bright as the
Morning light
As bold as a brick
Wall
As loud as a
Radio blasting
As happy as a
Smiling face
As cheerful as
A parade clown
As kind as a
Grandma
And as gentle
As a ball of
Cotton.

-Sheila Coffman
-Jamie Man
Fish in the Brook
Fish have an easy life swimming
around and being
lazy biting my worm once in a
while. Oh mister
fish I like your style.

Don't come too close. My
Disposition changes without notice
I'm giving you warning
Can't be too careful
My ambition isn't strong
So
Caution

-Michael Harber
-Tony Sanders
Friday

Butterfly

Friday is the Pepsi
In the top of the
Refrigerator.

The butterfly seems to catch the
wind,
as its soft velvet wings float
through
the sky. While it climbs higher
and higher
to catch the cloud's eye.

-Cecil Morehead
Recipe for Making Mom Mad
1 unmade bed
1 messy room
2 sinks full of unwashed dishes

1 smartaleck face
1 back talk

Mix with a good kick and
Always keep a cup of love on
hand!
-Shonte Wilson

-Cassie Russell
The Ocean
The ocean is bluer than the sky.
It roars and jumps out to grab me.
It roars and scares me because of
its white teeth.
The water is a drummer pounding on
the beach.
-Angie Blankenship
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CRAWFORD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Loneliness

Watermelon

I feel like a newborn baby
lost in the park at night
With only one blanket to
hide me from my fears.

A watermelon is like a torpedo
When you drop a watermelon it explodes
Like a torpedo charging a battleship
The stripes are like the stripes on
a flag
The seeds are like peppers on a
pizza
The middle part is like blood
inside a person
The green part is like the skull of
the head

-Leslie Tew
Squid
I am a squid at the bottom of the
sea
And I am yellow
Like the sun
I am the sun
The sun at the bottom of the sea.
-Chris Griffin
Noteleaf Paper
Noteleaf paper is like a jail
In which zebras live.
-Kim Underwood

-Lyle Myers
Strange
I was walking in the fo rest
When I felt a tingle in my head,
Then I felt the air enclosing around
me,
So that I couldn't breathe.
I started running,
When the air trapped me,
And I fell,
I landed in my heart,
Listening to my feelings.
-Vickie Nabours

Anger
You come to school
Somebody spills paint on you
The paint won't come off
Red fills your face with furious
cries.
-Lisa Gabhart

Metaphors
When you 're gone
I think of a crayon
With no color .
The ocean is like a blue sheet
that hasn't been ironed.
Its waves are wrinkles.

My Famous Dream
The way I put on my cape, the way
the wind took it away.
The way the hat is shaped like a
tree stump.
I was nervous on the way to the
stage,
I forgot my line.
-Daniel Riley

A crab is like a pair of scissors
cutting through paper.
A bell is like a mitt
holding a ball.
Blue eyes are like blue wheels
r olling through the snow,
A flower is like a roll of bandages
that hasn't been used yet .
- Christie
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CROSS COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
Even in a Crowd

Lost in the Lake

Lonely is like a poster
Facing a blank wall
Stuck there with tacks
For no one to read
It's been there a while
cause dust has settled
It'll be there a while longer
That's the way things will happen

Desolate and alone
All night long as the lake
When fog trails and mist
Creeps the whistle of a boat
calls and cries unendingly
like some lost child
in tears and trouble
Hunting the harbor's breast
and the harbor's eyes.

-Chris Parnell

-Danielle Schile Bryant
Poetically Inclined
Poetry seems to be music on a page
and only the person reading the
music can determine its rhythm
Some people have an ear for music
Others don't
Some people would rather work
all day
Others want to sing
into the night
-Wendy Forester
Dog
One winter night the hairy
four-legged mutt
was brushing his razor
sharp chilled hair up against
the metal door
Wanting to enter in and
hibernate beneath the can stove
in the middle of the box room
Which is in the center of
the carpenter's work
On the nonce cool winter night
when the four legged hairy
.mutt wished to come in to
physically change his blood
flow slowly.
-Gene McGarrity

My Quiet Time
If I wake up before the sun I
rid myself of the tiredness by
picking up my guitar and quietly
playing it . I will pluck the
strings slightly
so I do not disturb the peace of
early morning . The sound makes
me
want to wake up every morning before
the sunlight
as my grandfather has done for
years. It makes me think
of what it would be like to grow up
in
my grandfather ' s time. Then my
clock
radio clicks on and all the peace
and silence
is shattered by the cold noises
of the real world.
-Joe L. Bourgeois
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CUTTER MORNING STAR HIGH SCHOOL
Water

Encyclopedia

Water is a moving mirror.

An encyclopedia is a blundering
book of words that tell facts.

-Anonymous
-Jim Weatherall
Cornered
Postcard of St. Louis
When in danger, run in circles-- ·
When in doubt, scream-When cornered, smile.
-Kristopher Richardson
How To Write a Soap Opera
All you need to write a soap opera
Is a murderer.
A very jealous wife who
Kills her husband.
And you also need a rich person
To take all the money away from
Others.
And to top that off you need
A very fine guy.

The arch looks like half of a
McDonald's sign waving
to and fro in the light-blue sky,
like a pencil bent to the point of
snapping.
Helicopters weave in and over like
huge flies
not knowing where to land.
-Sandra Rinehart
Poison Oak
Having poison oak is like being
in a jar of chiggers.
-Jared Bailey

-Becky Teague
Recipe for Getting Grounded
1 cup of disobedience
2 cups of being late cause you were
on a date
1/2 cup of smarting off
1 tsp. not doing housework
because you didn't want to
Then grind it all together and
You're grounded for a month
-Penny Phagan
The Photograph
Party hats.
Melted wax candles.
Small pudgy faces all around me.
Chocolate cake and sticky fingers.
-Racquel Houston
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C.V. WHITE HIGH SCHOOL

Notes on a Script

Notes for a Movie Script

My sister and I are asleep.
Fade in to the sound of "If I Was
Your Girlfriend" by Prince
as the alarm clock goes off.
I call
and say turn it off. Picture
her wild hair and
big eyes, ugly. Catch us
both
as we race to the ironing
board.
Now switch to the smell of
eggs and bacon and hot rolls
in the oven. And
my father's about to take a bite.
Cut to the look on my sister's
face
when I get to the iron first.

Fade in for tomorrow when the wind
is strong as a man. Picture
the wind blowing the trees. Catch
the leaves
falling from the tree. Switch to
the cold ground,
cut to the window pane and go
into the town. Fade to the winded
day.
Show how the wind can be so strong.
Concentrate
on the wind while sitting outdoors.
Hear the wind blow, and enjoy the
air.
Fade out the thinking.
Thinking just went away.
-Blenda Gaines

-Mattly N. Mansfield
Notes for a Movie Script
Notes on a Quarrel
A man sitting looking for something
on T.V.
Someone knocks at the door like a
person beating
a drum. Switch to a lady at the
door with a suitcase in her
hand. He is happy to see her
and gives her a big hug. She
says that
her and his father have broken
up.
The nice smile on his face fades
out.
Cut to father angry with himself
wishing he would never have done
wrong.
He calls his son's house and tries
to explain
what happened. He tells him that
mother is there.
Cut to father in the car rushing
over to son's house
and cut to him there. Mother runs
to the door.
Hug. fade in Picture fade out.
-Tony

Picture a moonlit ocean, with lots of
sand surrounding it. Fade in a
handsome man
and his beautiful lady friend.
Capture
them holding hands and kissing
each other. This kiss is like
wild berries with
sugar, real sweet. Focus on them
lying
down on a cool blanket, eating
chocolate covered peanuts. Switch
to them running in the ocean for a
cool swim. Then the
happiness ends.
-La Juanda Slaughter
Work
Fade to a broomstick.
-Victor Wynne
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DELTA SCHOOL
Sometimes

Beside the Corner

Sometimes I want to
drive my mom's car
sleep late
go to work
Sometimes I want to
live in a fish tank
be a lion
pull $4,000,000 out of
my ear
Sometimes I do
sign language
miss the bus
wake up too early

It was a little door there,
Where no one there could see you.
My mom looked at me
And I looked at her.
I was sitting there crying,
Like a teenager living.
Only thing Mom could do,
Just sit and wait.
-Jaworski Renee Owens

-Jesse Dorsey
A Fire Untamed
Time Travel
In the old days
I had weird shoes
I was afraid my
friends would laugh at me
In these days
I play till
I drop
In the
I will
I will
I will

days to come
wear diamonds
wear lots of diamonds
say weird things

-Megan Mankin
Sometimes
Sometimes I want to
go and dunk my feet in a pile of mud,
put my face in water,
keep my face in it.
Sometimes I want to
pull my hair out,
I want to have a blue nose,
I want the blue cat.
Sometimes I do.
-Terrence Stinyard

A fire untamed
trust in trust
a belief of pureness
a sweet candy, never
tasted before
a problem unsolved
a sickness uncured
a feeling never forgotten
-Christina Phillips
A Small Town
A small town.
People on horseback riding across
a field.
Friends hanging out together.
People gathered to see a wedding.
A person taking pictures.
A bunch of colored visions
that turn into total darkness.
-Stephanie Jackson
Beer Can
Can of simple troubles
Make things seem almost 3-D
Then the road twists around
And you're broke into 3.
-Robert Beatty
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DESOTO SCHOOL

The Lost Call
A broken heart cries out
Against hollow winds
~o one's there
No one knows
No one hears
It cries again
But the call is lost forever
Locked away secretly and kept for
another day
-Michael McCarty
So Much Depends
So much depends
upon
a fluffy
•
pillow
softened with goose
feathers
beside a dreaming
head
-Alison McCabe
The Dishonest Bookie
Once there was a bookie,
Who put everyone's money on a rookie,
When the fight came on
the money was gone
and so was the bookie.
-Drew Burns
When I See
When I see all the times you've
been oppressed and kept from doing
and
fulfilling dreams and ambitions
All the times you as one
people have come up against
a wall of prejudice and meanness
And how you as a race have
been seen as a black shadow
on society for these reasons
I applaud you and everything
you stand for and through all
your pain I stand up for you
I stand up
-Paige Johnson

Some People Call It a Book, I Call
It a Sandwich
Our History book is like a sandwich.
It's full of bologna.
-Amy Long
Pencil
School is as dull as a
worn down pencil lead.
Basketball to me is the
sharpest a pencil can be.
-Kathy Turley
My Sisters
My sisters
Are like little mosquitoes
that swarm around you and won't go
away
They're like little spiders
that creep up on you
They're always staring at you
With their huge eyes
that you have to look at
all day
-Carmen Lamb
Leaf in the Fall
Loafing in the wind
Entertaining me
After school in the
Fall
-Tommy Batts
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I Just Had to Say

Rain in the Summer

I have run away

How beautiful is the rain!
After the dust and heat, in the broad
and fiery
street, in the narrow lane.
How beautiful is the rain!
How it clatters along the roofs,
like the tramp of hooves.
How it gushes and struggles out from
the throat of the overflowing spout.

to a far off place
Which is like a dark
and empty room without
you
Forgive me for leaving
you, but I just had
to get away

-Corey Johns
-Virginia Jones
My Watch
The Labrador
have a watch
that goes tick, tick, tick.
It keeps me up sometimes
and makes me think
about the world and
how it began.

I

There's a dog named Bo,
there's a dog named Chris.
They get along together,
but not that much,
When Bo sees Chris's dad,
he knows he's in trouble.
So he runs to hide.
Sometimes he jumps in the pool.
Sometimes he hides in the ditch,
but you never know
where Bo is.
-Brad McCormick
Bows
There are all sorts of bows
rainbows
crossbows
hairbows
But there's only one that ties
There's only one that shoots
and
There's only one that stays
in
the
air
-Julie Cooper

-Amber Snyder
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DWIGHT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
How To Make a Rainbow

The Teacher

If you make a rainbow first you
will need some ketchup, an orange, a
pinch
of lemon, a four-leaf clover, the
sleeve of
a blue jean jacket and a purple
flower. You
then throw them in a big bowl.
Stir until
mixed well. Then put them in a
rocket
and fire them up. Watch it explode
into a
beautiful rainbow.

Always sitting on four legs
and holding a white stick in one
hand and slapping a tan stick

-Kendra Swank
Someday That Was
They like us.
Economy we learn about.
And that hard stuff.
Can we go to the bathroom? NO!
Have a pencil we can use? NO!
Enterprise, oh free enterprise.
Running out of room on my paper.
Someday that was!
-Kathy Williams
Up With Spring
Kites go up
Faces light up
Trees bud up
Gardens bloom up
Temperatures rise up
Up, up, up with spring!
-Scott Hardin
Love

over our heads with the other
hand and writing on a piece of paper
what you've done so far.
-David Howell
A Mystery
I'm a very funny
fellow. And a furry
one indeed.
I like honey and
dark caves by the
sea. And I wear
black fur, black
fur indeed,
-Holly Hauser
The Tiger
A big hunter creeped through the
jungle waiting to strike its
prey. It looked like a big orange
pumpkin in jail, it went
home, wolf in jaw hoping
the Mrs . wouldn't take him
to a court of law.
-David Stork
How to Cause a Hormonal Disturbance
Go to a shaky room. Then
jump up and down like a
mad bull.
-Lucas Moody

Love is too many hearts squishing
together.
-Gloria Beatty
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H'rong Places

Recipe for Football Cookies

My legs are sticking out of
my neck. And my hands are stickinp,
out of my stomach . And my head
is on my waist. And I hope
you're not like me.

Take some sweat and burning rubber
Hard as a turtle shell
Add two cups of pig sooie,
200 pounds of helium
Mix them with your foot
Stick them in your helmet for
twenty yards.

-Matthew Gilbert

-Second Grade
Things I Didn't Tell Mom
One day I was painting
I suddenly spilt the paint.
I had to do quick thinking.
I thought I would
faint. I grabbed a rag and
got it wet and rubbed it on the
floor. All I did to the paint
was spread it some more.
-Tammy Ussery

Love
Love is like a gun
shooting straight into
your heart
-Randy Eubanks
Recipe for Easter
Take a white Easter bunny in a purple
tuxedo
Smush him into a green-spotted Easter
egg
Hide it in a volcano for Junior Bunny
to find
Dip that sucker in chocolate
And eat it in a salad.
-First Grade
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EAST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
November
November is like a baby
crying at night or like
a boy riding a bike on a
windy day or like me playing
in the snow. November is
like kids getting out of
school on a rainy day.
November is like a cat
catching a mouse. November
is a horse running a race.
November is a boy milking
a cow. November is a girl
milking a goat on Sunday.
-Keith Reed

Grandma
When Grandma was sick
I was no good at soccer. I
Was kept on defense and goalie.
-Jake
Science and Love
Love is just like Indirect
Evidence. All you can do is
Make guesses about it. You
Can't never tell if love is true.
-Renee Clinton

Keys

Matter

Babies like to play with keys.

The stuff that makes me
Makes the green grass grow.

-Jennifer Cole

-Mike Turner
Under My Bed at Night
The Monster at Piano Lessons
There's unicorns galloping
And waters waving
No telling what else.
I still wouldn't go there.
-Mandy Latimer

Birds in the Air
Birds are Beautiful
and i would
never want
to hurt
a Bird.
and i wish that
a Bird wculd
sweep down
and fly away
with me and live
happily ever after.
-Michael Joe McDaniel

I hate to go to piano lessons
And tame that monster, it sounds
Like thunder beating on my house,
I dread to go to piano lessons
tomorrow
To tame that horrifying monster.
It has big teeth and plays bad
music.
-Laura Thrasher
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I Love To Use My Imagination!
Imagination is like a piece of
paper flying through the Autumn
wind that
is so peaceful like a baby's skin.
I love to use my imagination it just
keeps running in that Autumn
blowing wind.
-Laura Thrasher
Sneaking Out the Front Door
Once I snuck out the squeaking front
Door. I thought I'd walk down the
weedy field.
The air smelled sweet as strawberries.
I heard birds and rabbits. The rough
Weeds scratched my arms .
I could
see
The beautiful orange moon. All the
stars in
The sky. Then I took out a
flashlight and a
Bible and read. Then I went inside
and
I went to sleep after I locked the
door.
-April Rosella Barton
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Ghost of My Past

Cups and Dreams

The small child,
a dainty creature,
Sits all alone in the big green seat .
Her young blue eyes
stare out the window
or maybe into a dream.
A distant memory of her own youth
flashes before her eyes.

If cups were dreams
they'd be heavy and white.

The big green seat is now my own.
The ghosts of my past
invade my thoughts,
the cruel taunts of childhood,
"Bookworm . . • Brainchild."

Sometimes they'd cut
and your dreams would die.

-Danielle Tatro

There'd be little circles
for you to hold onto
and never let go.
They'd be breakable.

-Laura
The Shot
He dribbles the ball
up court with every stride
crisp and unbroken.

Power
I was on Highway 23, long-n-windy.
was on my H-D, big-n-powerful.
It was in summer, hot-n-dry.
I was cruising, 60-85.
I had the road to myself.
I had control.
I had power.
-Robert Wolfinbarger

First Day of Summer
The fiery red sun lies down
on you like a blanket.
You feel the warmth within your
body. It's a perfect change from those
frigid winter days.
Splashing around with your friends
in the cool blue water surrounding you
Suddenly feeling the redness in your
cheeks glowing as the sun finally
sets.

He can see the goal
in the far distance.
He strides past 1 . 2 . 3 . 4.
and finally five opponents.
The crowd is yelling
and on their feet .
The band is playing,
eardrums break.
3.2 .1. the ball is shot.
It flies like a swan.
-Tim Kowalak
If Earrings Were Tongues
If earrings were tongues
you could push your hair
over your ear. You could
kiss two people
at the same time.

-Mendee Bunch
-Anonymous
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The Man

Tulsa

The sincerity in his eyes looks like
Uncle Sam,
His skin is like a wrinkled peach,
The clothing he wears looks like
he's "rich,"
The complete scene looks like he's
a mobster,
Possibly his actions are like a
policeman's
The man's lips look like they are
not openable,
His eyes look like golf balls with
black dots,
His hair is like a greasy wig or
toupee,
The man, like others, smokes
filtered cigarettes.

Tulsa is like an angry
wind blowing hard
against a group of clouds.
All the plains, with
mountains and buildings
make it look like a
cluttered desk. The Arkansas
River makes Tulsa look
like a loaf of bread with
a knife cutting through
it. All the cotton fields
make it look like a big
piece of cloth.
-Regina Metcalf
Florida

-Melissa Howard
Florida is the sun
tanning booth of America.
Marty Langley
M is
A is
R is
T is
Y is

a fish mouth.
the end of a sawhorse.
a beer belly.
an intersection.
a martini glass.

L is an upsidedown seven.

Florida's buildings are
like giants tanning.
Florida attracts many
people like bees to honey.
Florida is the surfing
capital of the U.S.

A is a basket with a cobra.
-Bryan

N is a valley.
G is an ear.

L is part of a square.
E is the end of a rake.
y is a slingshot.
-Marty Langley

Spite
Spite is like a hot summer day in
the woods
picking blueberries.
-Krissy

Hawaii
Hawaii has palm trees with coconuts
falling that look like Hershey Kisses.
The beaches look like bread with
ants. The surfers ~ook like
people on pickles . The
buildings look like tall bananas .
The cars look like bikes with
four wheels. The hula dancers
look like dolls with a music
box attached.
-Jaime

Envy
Envy is like a fried fingernail.
-Kris sy
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The Man
His face is like a peeled dried
apple.
His hair is like shredded thread.
His eyes are like a hollow night
without stars.
His ears are like crumbled up leaves
from an oak.
His teeth are like broken dentures.
His clothes are like ragged sheets.
His eyebrows are as dark as a witch's
hair.
His skin is like snow.
His hands are bony and like dry
cranberries.
-Willie
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When I Look in the Mirror

Wanted

When I look in the mirror I see
my eyes as two ponds with little
tiny black fish . When I look at my
nose I see my nose as a roller coaster
in an amusement park. When I look
at my mouth I see a pink book
opening and closing . I see my ears
as ferris wheels. I see my chin as
a slope of snow. I see my hair as
brown strings all over the top of
my head .
And then I realize
I'm seeing me .

One person who can't stand to be
normal,
one whose clothes never match
one who can wear her hair blue
and not get noticed,
one who rides a horse into town,
and one who thinks I'm not
normal to expect this to happen.

Teresa Burks
How To Know When You're Inside a
Diamond
Look all over and you'll
see bright gleaming sparkles
like heaven itself.
Like white doves swinging on
lace, it will look like grace
like Chanel No. 9 it will
smell like ladies dancing
at a ball in France.
Allison Hogue

How to Know when You're in Moscow
Stone soldiers line the street in a
row.
If you touch one they would all fall
over. Big
iron tigers paw the street.
The capital is a castle.
Billy Berryhill

Anna Prince
Things Mom Didn't Tell Me
Mom didn't tell
Mom didn't tell
carnated
Mom didn't tell
Mom didn't tell
Mom didn't tell
hamster
Mom didn't tell
sister
Mom didn't tell
Mom didn't tell
my house
Mom didn't tell
was haunted.
Kim Kinder

me Grandpa died.
me I was reinme Dad died
me my cat died
me a cat ate my
me a dragon ate my
me she is a ghost
me spirits lived in
me that our house

GRACE HILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Nine Year Old Skiing

The Student

Gliding along on a silver cloud.
Falling down to the water
Gulping down water
and smelling the fragrance
of barbecued chicken.
Back on the skis again
feeling like a glider in
the soft soft air.

Slowly, lifting the pencil
Upon a blank stretch of desert
and deeply thinking of what
scribbles to make
Fighting his way through a
jungle of pr oblems
Grabbing all the attention that
the mind contains
And having it swallowed by quicksand into the desert .

-Jason D. Brandenburg
Warning
When I'm 41 I'll
be the best detective in the western
world.
I'll live in Northern Maine
and have a summer home in the
South Atlantic.
I'll wear a grey sportcoat
and a tattered brown hat.
But for now I'm in Arkansas
with only Hardy Boys books to solve.
Except, I like it that way.
-Ryan Schubert

-Jeffrey Howard
A Shark
A shark moves quickly through the
water
Searching for food like a hungry
tiger
He sees a big tasty bunch of fish
He comes up and swallows them like
an earthquake
swallowing a city .
-David
Dogs, Dogs

Birds
Birds are fluttering
like little golden chips
over the big blue sea
-Rachel Pockrus
In the Winter Snow
In the winter snow
a young doe patiently waits
for her mate to come.
You can see their footprints
in the snow as they go up
to the hilltop.
-Christy Seymour

He stands over
the rug he
takes one step
s-1-o-w- 1-y
forward
does he move
quickly
N-0- N- 0
yawns slowly
as he takes
one step
forward
very carefully
forward.
-Mistie Ewing
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The Ocean
Sea green splashes of waves
throwing green tangled ropes
on warm golden crystals.
-Michelle Casper
The Water
Sitting on a lawnchair
watching the water.
It is like silver paint.
When the boats go by it
is like paintbrushes brushing
on a picture.
-Mandy Brandenburg
The Waves
The waves
crashing
and
slamming
along
the shores
and the
wind whistling
with
the bird
-Chris Welborn
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My Mom

Thunder

My

Loud shattering boom.
White crack on the horizon
Silence once again .

~om has real brown eyes like a
dark brown marker.
She has hair really curly like a real
cute pig's tail.
She has a nice attitude like a brand
new car.
She' s the one.

Jeremy Fjeld
Hope

Darlene Fuentes
Sunset
A sunset looks like an orange
falling from the sky.
A sunset feels like oil
floating through the sky.
A sunset sounds like a tired baby
resting his sweet eyes.
A sunset tastes like a bowl of cheese
melting in the deep blue sky.
A sunset is a symbol for life .
It is to me.
Carrie Moore

Hope is like a salmon who
can't ever get over a waterfall
but keeps trying until death.
Pete Hartman
Guilt
Guilt is a dead end
road with puddles on
cracked pavement
in the middle of the cold
night in a bad neighborhood.
Dana Smith

I Am the One

Watch

lam the one who killed the cat
with the motorcycle.
I am the one who threw it
on the nextdoor neighbor's porch .
I am the one who got it.
I am the one who buried it.

A watch
reminds me of a world
trapped inside time.
A watch
smells like the aroma
of a fresh baked pir.

Chuck Boone
Granny
My granny is the one
who can go zooming
down the nursing home halls
in her wheelchair,
screaming, yelling at anyone
who crosses her path.
Angie Lut

A watch
sounds like the
pounding of
a heart.
Jennifer Wilson
Adverb
An adverb smells
like a rotten old onion.
Charissa Tilley
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z
Z is an hourglass
shattered by time.
-Lee Neil

c
c--a broken .wagon wheel left
in the wilderness.
-Caroline Neil
Hate
Hate is like touching the hand of
a dead man.
-Debbie Gibbs
Fingernail
A red blossom on a short stick,
wavering in the wind.
-Lise James
Loneliness
Loneliness is a storm, thundering
for attention.
-Crystal Hopper

HASTINGS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Ugly

Popcorn

Ugly is like a gremlin
Coming with yellow teeth,
Dirty claws.
His breath knocks you down.
Ugly makes you want to faint,
Run and scream.
He smells like a paper mill,
Wears dirty clothes, is raggedy.
-Brandon Morris

The Revolutionary War
at the popcorn
World War II was held
at the buttery salt.
George Washington
was chosen to head
the army in kernels.
was

The lucky other class
was named after the
Mississippi River.

Shark
Swimming with its tail
Held straight
And hard,
Right through the
Killing water.
-Casey White
Mixed Up Dream
Dreams feel like such real things.
Dreams are like fish.
Scary dreams give me the shivers.
Sometimes I think I'm a king
In the land of wings. My dreams
seem weird to everyone,
But I think dreams are a key to
time.
Dreams feel like they come and go,
But that's not so. You can
treasure them
Wherever you go.
I wish I could meet the king of
dreams.
-Marcelius Spencer
I Am Weird
My neighbor is so weird, she looks like
an ant. When she wakes up, her hair
looks like a porcupine. When she
combs her hair,
her comb falls apart. She walks
like she's been dead for seventy
years. Her shoes get up
and fly away when she tries to
put them on.
-Randy Parrott

-Jonathan Rushing
Ugly
Ugly is a smushed fly
after a meal of blood.
-Detroy Farmer
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The Abandoned Cabin

New York--After the Market Collapsed

The cabin was once a happy place,
Filled with life and love.
Only memories remain.
A hole in the roof once strong,
The panes of glass shattered and
old,
A bed which has been ripped and
ruined,
An old chair which once meant rest
for a weary soul,
A dirty rug covering the bare earth
One moth-eaten blanket which once
provided warmth.
Broken pieces of a broken life.

The ticker-tape crashed a day before
the funeral began
Dogs, once human, lined up in pairs
asking for soup of the richer man
As the dirge plays, the pallbearers

stride with their bulk
A city sinks in slumber, metal
buildings crumble
THERE falls that hulk.
-Jeff Smithpeters
My Friend's Room

A lover having been stripped of love
goes there.
The hole brings back memories of his
life with his one and only love.
The shattered panes were broken
during a storm that brought the
lovers closer.
The chair was once a part of each
day -- lovers sharing their
feelings.
The rug was given as a
present for the newlyweds.
The blanket was shared, and
provided warmth for the pain.
Now half of the pain has gone
And only wonderful memories remain.
A homeless wanderer finds the cabin.
The hole in the roof provides light.
The windows let the birds in and out.
The chair is a resting spot for
tired bones.
The bed and blanket provide a
warm night's rest--separated from
the harsh winter outside.
Each broken item is a life supporting
one.
-Regina Fry
If Clocks Were Cucumbers
If clocks were cucumbers
Then you would have to cut them
open
To find the time.
And like all great moments time
would grow sour.
- Vicki Morrison

This is so unreal,
I just love your desolate flower field.
Your blue undergrowth, so soft to
the touch.
Your pretty maiden all gold and shiny
enclosed in her perfect glass binding.
I love the way the sun says Hello
peeping through that white picket fence
And that white hat that tops it off.
So pretty, so sweet.
-Vickie Maxfield
Wretchedness
Wretchedness is
when I wake
to find mother
entangled in curlers
with green goop
on her face.
-Wade Hargis
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Why Me, Peter?

Deer Camp

I work and I slave but he doesn't
care, I try to talk to him, but he
says I talk too much. One day
he brought a giant pumpkin home
and cut only a small window in it.

It looks like a long red house.
Smells clean like a spring morning,
It's warm like a goose down coat
It has no electricity, no running
water, no indoor plumbing, but
there
are many years of good times
and bad bottled up within its walls.
Its rotten porch, its Butane stove,
the rust covered floor,
lanterns to light
the damp rooms

I

was leaning through the window
peering
around when someone pushed me in.
got up to find that it was my
husband.
He won't let me out, and all he
ever does is sit around and laugh
at me.

I

-Wade Hargis

-Shauntell Carlton
Ugly
I Just Witnessed A Car Wreck
I walk in my room, the clothes
loom upwards.
They could fall on me and crush me.
Accidents galore exist in the
kitchen.
The range could explode,
I could slip on a pile of food on
the floor.
Radiation could escape from the
microwave.
I could die easily.
My room looms up at the end of the
hall, waiting to devour me.
-Jamey Honeycutt
If Lerechauns Were Hearts
If leprechauns were hearts, we would
depend on midgets to pump our blood.
The human body would be seeking
gold at the end of the rainbow,
instead
of nutrient rich oxygen.
And in return we'd live off of gold,
instead of red and white blood cells.
Can you imagine a miserly
leprechaun
sitting in your body dwindling out
your
blood to your body?
-Steve Powell

Look at you driving around in that
Cadillac;
got that pretty lady on your arm,
wearing all that gold around your
neck
But, heyman, you still ugly
-Derrick Carrigan
Justice with a Pistol
The sun shines reflecting broken
shards
of rearview mirrons blown from
living flame
The coroner is drawing outlines,
For unearthly yards
in the pavement while the drunk
driver lies about his name.
In the halls of justice I sing a
song to the judge
A song of futility. The drunk
is set free
I, in blind rage, stalk him with
a gun. I trudge
to his muddy house and shoot him.
Now I see.
-Jeff Smithpeters
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Deercamp Bunkroom From the Point
of View of a Musician
The snoring sounds like a bass
baritone sax.
The footsteps sound like the
soft beat of a drum.
The squeaky beds sound like an
out of tune clarinet.
The slamming of the door sounds
like the last beat of a bass
drum
The rain on the tin roof sounds
like applause from the audience
after a concert.
-Chris Comer
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Her Room

Acrostic

A cubical of many thoughts
Like a room for confession it holds
Memories not wanting to be known.

Fathoms deep, gliding along
Instictively searching for food
Swimming effortlessly while
His watery world remains undisturbed.

Mike Lage

Steve Farrior
I Will Begin with the Blue

of a Tractor
I Will Begin with a Red Tractor

I will begin with the blue of a
tractor on a warm summer morning.
I start at the house and go to the
field at the end of the road.
I will end with the tractor all dusty
and brown and the dying of the motor.
Jared Everett
Boredom
I

could count every hole in the
ceiling.
Tanya Jackson

Heart Broken
Skipping rocks across a dried up
pond.
Jim
Ten Years from Now
I will be working with my
Mom's boyfriend in Kentucky
Working on water projects.
Stacey T.

I will begin with a red tractor
Plowing up the soil in the field
around noontime.
Your stomach starts growling,
You jump in the truck
Go home get ready to eat.
Walking up the steps, you smell
something.
I will end with the biting into a
hot biscuit.

Angela Gross
Bull riding
Boys on the range
Used to
Love a good day and
Love a very good rodeo
Ride every now and then.
Instead of a hard
Day at work, they enjoyed
Intentional chance on breaking
Nice secure bones every time they
Got on the bull and bit the dust.
Jeffrey Brashear
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When I Took My Pet for a Walk

Lake

One day I was at my house
and I was walking my pet tiger
when I saw this king snake.
My pet tried to get it.
I thought about this snake.
I said, this snake will keep the
other ones
out of the yard so I took my pet
away.
The next day the snake was in the
house.
I took it back outside and let it go.
My father saw it and was trying
to kill it and I said wait don't kill
it.
It will keep the other snakes
out of the yard . He let it go free.
It was getting winter and the snake
would have to hibernate soon.

Splish splash as I came toward
the lake. The wind blew like
a howling dog. When I threw my
reel it sounded as the zipper on my
coat. But it got hung on this far away
branch. I stepped in the cool spring
water as I stretched myself like a
rubberband. It was like I had
snapped and fell in. It was
cool as winter snow. As I
struggled my muscles tightened
like a tightened wrench. I smelled
this mildewy smell. And I tasted
mud and water in my mouth as
I ingulped water. My heart
pounded as fast as an India 500
race car. As I climbed out I felt like
the luckiest person on earth.
Clifton Childs

·Marcus Donahoo
If a Moon Could Make a Sound
If the Stars Could Make a Sound
If the stars could make a sound
they'd sound like birds flittering
in air .
Mark Davis
Sister
Once, I was learning to ride a bike.
My big sister helped me, and I
thought that was the sweetest
thing she had done for me.
She pushed me on the bike for
a while, then she let me go
and I fell, ·and I started to cry
and she picked me up and
I started riding the bike. And
I learned that day that she can't
teach me everything.
Leshondra Wade

If a moon could make a
sound it would sound
like a baby squealing
low. If a moon could
make a sound it would
sound like a cat purring
as he's getting scratched up.
Jackie McChriston

If the Stars Could Make a Sound
They will go like this you know how
baby birds go when they call their
Mother
and baby kittens too when they get
together
the sound will go like this: meow meow,
cheep cheep, meow meow, cheep cheep.
Charles Thomas
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The Fishing Trip

Trespassing

One day as I was fishing

Like a boy taking a
Cookie from a cookie jar , I steal
My neighbor's roses ! When you
Trespass you feel like your stomach
Is a washing machine just rumbling
Away. You snitch a rose and you
run away so fast that you feel
Like you are a bullet.

My dad pulled his rod up

Lightening in the sky
went up across my finger and
through the other side.
As I yelled "Ouch!" he stopped
pulling,
but I kept yelling.
-Jarrod Evans

-Susan Lucas

When I'm in Trouble

One Sunday I Went Fishing

When I'm in trouble, I feel scared.
My stomach feels like I have a spider
Tickling me inside. When I'm in
big trouble,
I think crazy things like my mom will
go next door and call the army to blow
my head off.
But when I'm already punished, my
stomach feels like the spider died.
Then I feel better.
I go tell my dog, "I told you I would
be back out here to play with you.
Ha. Ha. Ha.
That shows what you know."

My dad got out the big boat
and we went through the water
and it looked like scissors cutting
blue paper.
We stopped out in the mi ddle .
We looked like an ant in the ocean.
I threw my big old line out.
Then I felt a bite.
It was a very strong one , so I gave
it to my dad.
I accidently hit a lever and my dad
fell out.
I felt clumsy as a clown .
My dad was as mad as a dog
when you step on its tail.

-Amy Merr
-Michael Chambers
Breakfast
The smell of cooked ham
Makes a waterfall of your mouth.
-Susan Lucas

Acrostic
Soaking
Up the
Nice, cool air .
-Susan Lucas
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Sloberty Globerty Spinach

Tired Walker

When you sit down to dinner
what a winner
when you sit down to dinner
and see sloberty globerty spinach
it feels like a slipper dipped in
yuckety duckety yick.

I know my walking annoys you,
But you see, I cannot help it.
I am cold and restless
on these Halloween nights.

Kristin Ussery
Raindrops
Raindrops falling
on the windowsill,
splashing on the car,
plip-plop-plip-plop
on my head the
raindrops fall.
My dad runs out
to get the
newspaper, He gets all
wet, my dad comes
in very mad,
my mom gets him a
towel to dry off.
All this trouble
caused by rain
drops falling,
I wish they
would stop falling
on my head
so I can play.
Kraig Williams
The Soft Kitten
The kitten is thinking I love my
owner.
He's like a machine just programmed
to pet,
pet, pet me like a tree the wind blows
he just keeps on petting. The hand is
like a big hat and is soft .
Matt Atkins

The night summons me out,
Out of this dirty grave,
Out to roam, and scare, and trick.
To carry my head,
And scare little children,
But they won't believe that I'm dead.
Mike Keck

Cowboys
I
I
I
I
I

am a cowboy,
look like a rancher.
smell like horses and cattle,
feel my rope jerking on my saddle
hear the bulls bawling in the
corrals.
I taste the dust blowing in my face
And I see the rain clouds moving
around in the sky.
So it is time to turn,
For a storm is going to hit.
Nathan Lazenby
The Fire
My mother is typing a letter.
Then she smells a fire in my room.
She feels the heat on the door.
She hears my dog barking.
He tasted the guy's leg.
He runs like a wolf.
She is thinking if she has insurance.
Timmy Branson
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Being Sick

My garndmother is in the hospital.
She feels like being cured of an
ulcerated colon.
She is thinking about when she will
be better and going home
She feels terrible and very lonely.
She sees her body in a bed, a pillow
fluffed
Up, and a spotless white cell around
her.
She smells freshly clean, sweetsmelling air.
She hears doctors talking about her
condition
Outside the door.
She tastes non-calorie water, jello,
•
J.ce
cream,
and fruit being pushed in front of her.

•

Lorelle Berkeley
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My Date

The Stream

Last night I took
my boyfriend on
a date
But when I was drivin g
I ran into a gate.

Streams are like the veins
of a human
supplying life to the land,
always flourishing, always nourishing
until some darn fool builds a dam.

When we finally
got there, we
ordered steak
and the waitress said
give me a break.
So we decided to go
home and I dropped
my boyfriend off
he gave me a kiss
And I heard a hiss
then I found out his tongue
was a snake.

-Terri Hudson
Grass
Grass stands up in rank and file
Marching in the wind
Like soldiers going mile by mile
Off to battle again.
-Heather Longar
Bad Day

-Mary May
This Morning
This morning I woke up,
there was nothing to wear.
I went to the mirror,
Oh, what a scare.
My face looks terrible
Not to mention my hair.
-Amy Courtney

A bad day begins
with getting up before nine.
Your mom's got the country music
jamming on the radio.
There's not anything in the house
worth eating for breakfast.
You need to leave for school
but can 't find your car keys.
Your windows are frozen over,
and you can't see.
-James Maberry

The River

A Really Bad Day

A river is like a roaring lion
running through the wilderness,
after its dreams. The fish jump
out of the water
like a lion after its prey.
A river is a L~autiful thing.

A really bad. day
is when your alarm clock rings
two hours early.
You go back to sleep
and it rings again
two hours late.

-Christina Price
-Christina Pettigrew
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A Starry Night
A starry night is like
falling stars out of
the twilight with glitter
gold. When you wish
upon a star they fall
so far out of reach.
A star is a single
diamond which has its own way
of shining. A
starry night will take your breath
away.
-Jennifer Walker
Lockesburg
Upon entering Lockesburg
you might see the sign:
Population 616,
but the sign is lying.
There aren't that many people,
maybe dogs, cats and cows,
a few water beatles.
There are dead things lying in the
road that will curl up all your hair.
Dead possums and skunks attract buzzards
and crows
but to humans, it's hard to bare.
-Shane Hargrove

The Snow is Falling
The snow is falling
in the field so shiny
As the robin makes its tracks
in the glistening snow.
-Karen Hughes
A Flickering Candle
A flickering candle
is like a firefly,
dancing in the
deep, dark night.
The glow is bright
as a morning light.
It will shine till
the break of light.
-Kevin Dinger
Snowstorm
A snowstorm is like popcorn popping.
The ground is as white as a rabbit.
The snow is cold as ice.
It flutters to the ground as graceful
as a deer.
The snow is a white blanket
on the ground.
-Amanda Hughes

Hate
Hate is like a knife
Sharp and cruel
Cutting to the bone
The blood it brings is like
emotional tears
Time may heal that awful wound,
but forever will be the scar.
-Beverly Teague
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What Can Go Wrong on a Bad Day

I'm A Horse Who Has To Carry A Fat Man

I got up on the wrong side of the bed
and ran into the wall.
When I went to the kitchen, our chow
was cooking eggs,
And our cat was laying on its back
on the sofa watching T.V.
My brother was scratching on the door.
My mother was chewing on her pillow and
my father Rob and sister Lynn were
outside on a chain barking to be let in.
And our pet bull was on the three
wheeler and Loner our car was in the
truck and Shonta another car was
driving the car.
My sister Shannon was chasing a bird.
And I had to put up with them all day.

I'm a horse
I'm hurting
I'm a horse
He rides me

-Scott Potts
I Am An Old Woman
I am an old woman
trying to get around
I is not very
rich or poor
I just an old
woman on a stick
holding up tightly
trying to hold on.
My days is not very
good because I is
a very old woman.
-Tmyaka Siims
Jump Rope
I'm getting Bump Bump
Bump on the sidewalk
when people Jump Jump Jump
over me.
-Kimyata Montaque

who has to carry a fat man,
night and day.
who has to carry a fat man,
in a terrible way.

He jumps onto my back,
And I sound like a donkey's bray.
I'm a horse who has to carry a fat man.
Oh, I wish he would go away!
-Shelly Reece
Winter
Winter is the freezing season.
It makes me think about the old man
I've known for a long time.
He has no home, no fancy car
of good cloth to put on his back.
He is a very homeless person.
One morning he became sick.
Before I could make it there,
he had frozen.
-Marcus Duncan
I

Am

I'm an old woman,
BUT I steal like men.
Sometimes my dress is too thin.
Then here comes a group of men.
Now there is nothing that can stop me
again
because I love men and men love me.
My dress is yellow and black.
I'm as fozy as a bee.
Come on baby and boogie with me.
You can see everything you need to see.
-Sherlona Riley

MAGNET COVE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
How to Know when Your Imagination
Is Working
Sparks will shoot from
your head like fireworks
your mind will go
clear till you think.
When this happens
you know your
imagination is working.

A Classical Ad
For Sale: A 4 month old baby,
cute, stays good every day & only
drinks 12 oz. of formula and 8 oz. of
baby food.
Only costs 5~.
Call 337-1559.
Tina Applegarth

Chris Chambers
Guilt

Wanted

Guilt is a scary ghost
Skiing inside your heart.

A man with a bad temper
A real big nose. He has hair
that goes to his shoulders. Big ears
and eyes. He has real big hands.
He is wanted for writing the
first poem.

Schelly Buttrum
How to Know if You Are Young
Feel your face and cover it with
your hands. Count to three and
close your eyes. Feel your arms
and all your body. Then look in a
mirror. Wash it with sunlight.Take
out all the darkness. And take a
good look in the mirror, at yourself in the light of the sun and you
will see just how young we can be.
Brandi Milburn
Anger
Anger is like two mountains
fighting.
Lyndsay Verser
Yellow
Yellow is like a lemon
Imagination is like a lemon coming
alive.
Clark Eppler

Teresa Nellarns
The Moon
The moon looks
like a giant light
bulb. It feels like
you are holding the
world. It tastes
like a piece of Swiss
cheese. It sounds
like a sad song
on the radio. The
moon smells like
my shampoo.
Crystal Livingston
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Feast of the Lamb

Love

He enters a room of soft white
except for the rainbow table.
He kneels down ready to eat
the feast he's been prepared
all of his life.

Love is a blizzard
Biting and whipping and beating and
burying.
When it comes, it comes deep
And the force whirls your brain
'round and 'round in an
unstoppable spiral and takes
your breath away.
But when it goes, it goes slowly
Dissolving and melting.

He notices the air enchanted
with the smell of grapes
from the vine.
Freshly picked totally ripe for
the wine. This is blood.

-Melanie Cantrell
He tastes the body. A soft
middle
with a delicate crunch at first
taste.
A tang of salt for the flower
of years past.
When he's finished he asks his
father, how much do I owe
you for this supper.
His father says You've already
paid the price of life.
The son then says
I have gold
I have jewels
Waiting for someone in need.
The father says
I took nothing less than
your love.
-Michelle Ward
Revenge
Revenge is red
Red fingernail polish that some
peel to the quick.
Revenge tastes like meat that
the blood hasn't been cooked
out of.
Revenge smells like an egg
that has been sitting in the
seat of your car
in the heat for hours.
Revenge feels like a blister that
burns and oozes from your heart.
-Deanne Jackson

My Blanket
The only way I see her
is always sitting and weaving,
The lift of the fine needle
over and over
Or the touch of the yarn
in her smooth soft hands.
She sits each day throughout
till supper is called on all
through the house
She returns each night
to her work
which gathers around her
till done with the final jerk
of the last thread through.
"It goes on my bed," I ask her.
"Yes, for your bed," she returns
And as applied,
the fine work is laid
I lay each night admiring
the work
And go to sleep and dream
a dream that soon shall
come true
When mama shall teach
me the loop, loop, loop
of the needle and thread
and for that I shall
thank her evermore!

..

-Gerard Williams

Mammoth Spring High School continued

The Soft Breeze
The soft breeze floats through the
air
The trees sway and the leaves fall
ever so lightly
Just like some kinds of love
It will soon go away
-Cindi Myers
The Way I See Her
The way I see her
Standing there with a frown on her
face
The music's loud.
The feels the hardness of the
floor
She takes a sip of coke it
tastes funny
She's standing there letting
everybody
know she's having a good time.
-Sharon Haley
Country
Country is
Outside not in
Urban areas & cities like
New York it's more like
Texas, not downtown Texas but where
all the cowboys are
Rousting around
Yet country is better than the city .
-Stanley Qualls
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MARION MIDDLE SCHOOL

A Rock

Mv Grandna Wears A Hat

Oh, what a life
So still and somewhat lonely
Lying on the ground
Like a dead snake

Mv ~randna wears a hat.
It has a smell of leather inside.
On the outside
it looks like burnt paper
which didn't turn black
around the part where your head
is
holding a blue feather
I see this kind of hat
on a Western film
with cowboys riding out
to the faraway sunset

No facial expression
No life to live,
Practically an object to be
stepped on
Rocks get so much attention
From young and old,
But they cannot express
their feelings to their admirers
Even royal gems
Live unroyal lives,
Stuck idly on some finger
Just for fashion
A rock is forever
It does not wither like man
And a rock will see
many generations pass
-Sonel Patel
A Hat for My Grandmother
A hat for my grandmother
is hard to find.
It would be woven of blue
colored wicker,
~vith a big red ribbon making
a gigantic bow on the back.
It would be camouflaged on top with
daisies, and colored tulips.
And sitting in the middle of
the nest of flowers is a tiny
hummingbird, staring into
nothingness.
-Adrienne Warhurst

-Jason Eubank
Pearl Harbor
Beverly wants me to give this note
to Robin
That pencil sharpener won't be
quiet
On December 7, 1941
Get your feet off the back of
the desk
Mrs. Jones screams
Ricky bumps my desk as he goes
to the trash can
Japanese planes bombed the naval
base
That guy on that commercial is so
cute I wish he went to our school
His blond hair and blue eyes
they're so . . .
A day that will live in infamy
The smell of wild onions drifts
through the window, as they
make their once a month mow
around the schoolyard.
Who did you say was going with
him?
America was shocked
That was a funny television
show I saw last night
I've got to finish this report
in . . .
three minutes!
-Tina Riley
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Basketball
The sun with its lines of longitude
and latitude running across,
going through
a basket of stars.
-Mardon Hueter
Fiddle
Sound of a lonely train horn
Shape of a woman's torso
Sings like an owl in the night air.
-Jason Raput

•

Waves

An aqua-colored dress
with lace lining in little
bows.
-Melissa

MINERAL SPRINGS SCHOOL

New York City, From a Visitor
This place is a kingdom filled with
many tall, gray colored castles
crowded closely together.
This place is filled with the sounds
of strange, metal animals trying to
get from one place to another
such as Beep, Beep! Honk!, or their
master's saying, II Get outta t h e way.I"
At night, this place is filled with
bright colored lights that make the
night seem to turn into day.
-Gary Gathright
Exciting
Smells like Peppermint candy
Feels like white soft Teddy Bears
Tastes like Oreo Ice Cream
Looks like money
Sounds like music.
-Jonathan L. Stewart
Nerd
A
A
A
A
A

nerd
nerd
nerd
nerd
nerd

smells like rotten potatoes
feels like a smelly tadpole
looks like a pile of mud
tastes like brussel sprouts
sounds like a dying cow.

-Joey Lamb

If Feet Were Freckles
and if feet were on my face
I would stand on my head
it would be easy as pie
but it would be a horrible sight
if I walked on my head
I would not have enough light
because my shadow would be in my way.
If it pleases you I would like
to walk upright
so please let the feet be at the
foot of me.
-Matthew Strawn
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NORTH CROSSETT ELEMENTARY
Headlights

Nervous Poem

The car headlights,
they look like crystals
from the shine to glimmer,
to the huge flicker,
like a candle in the night,
on a broad and fiery street
in the darkness and heat,
there I stand, in the stillness
of the night,
in front of the car,
dreaming and imagining.

The first time I wrote a poem, I
was very nervous. It seemed like
my brain had died. And it seems that
everytime I pick up a pencil, my
mind goes blank.

-Brock Rickman

..

Baby Blues
Baby don't cry
Oh, my, Oh, my
Smile like a good girl
and I'll give you an ice cream swirl
your face is chubby
and your eyes are blue
tears go away shoo, shoo.
-Cara Sturdivant

-Crystal Cross
My Sister
My sister is like a noisy car
that goes forever and ever and
never stops. But she is nice
when her mouth
is not moving.
-Tori Johnson
The Water
The water is blue as the sky
It runs as swift as a deer.
It glares in the moon,
and is calm and quiet.
-Jason Fant

Do You Know?
Do you know how hard
it is to write a poem?
Well let me tell you,
I have tried;
and it is difficult.
You try to think of something
and when you get it, you
forget it.
Sometimes you get angry.
-Jennifer Gray
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The Snowy Night

Truckers

On the snowy night, the people
of the city danced the night away.
Some of them ate and drank. Cars
were having trouble. They didn't
care they were in love like doves.
The trees stand out in the cold
freezing.
The place looks like a king and
queen were having a ball. In the
morning their balloons, crumbs,
wine, and wine glasses on the
floor. But now the love was gone
and they hated each other. And the
snow and cars were gone. And the
trees fell on the place and it crumbled like stepped on cookies.

Truckers are big, strong
men who push trucks
down the road to let
you taste the food,
feel the toys, hear
radios. Truckers feel
the rain on their backs,
pushing those great
big Macks. Trailers
swinging left to
right, driving those
eighteen wheelers through
the night.

Kimberley Haskins

The One Day Touch
To touch a flower
Feels soft and lacy,
And feeling a petal, wow!
But think of a frog
All slimy and wet,
A frog would not make
a very good pet.
I'd rather touch a cloud
All fluffy and pretty
And feeling air, wow!
Melissa Metcalf

Benny Joe Moss
Grandma's Old Rocking Chair
My grandma has an old
rocking chair. It is almost broken
down. My grandma will not
throw it away. She does not
like us kids around it. She said
it is valuable. It does not look
valuable to me.
Christy White
The White Mountain Goats
The white and brown horned
mountain goat running through the
wind,
with its identical baby following
close
behind, stumbling, tumbling after.
Jumping over slumps, stumps, bumps,
and bushes. Wild flowers blowing in
the wind
like yellow lollipops.
Lance Connolly

OSCAR HAMILTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Advice for a Lake

He Who Is Strong

Always pull people in.
Never let the fish get caught,
or you won't have anymore.
When people go swimming,
bring in a snake, or the people
will splash you all out.
Always, I really mean always,
overflow and wash people out of
town
so you won't have to worry anymore,
for a while, that is.
Then they will come back and worry
you more.
When they go swimming, always be
cold.
When they go ice skating, always
break.
Make it hard for them to be out.
And never, I mean never, be a pretty
stream
for kids to play in. Be sure
you stay green and snaky.
Maybe, when people dive, move a big
rock
in their way and knock them out.
You go on now and do your work,
but be sure not to be nice
and never forget this advice,
(I mean it now!)

He lifts heavy things.
He can carry a boulder of iron.
When he walks on concrete he
cracks it.
He can carry two trees with not
much strain.
But he is weak in one thing.
He can't lift the world.

-Victoria Leann Knighten
Vanity
Vanity smells like pine trees in
the spring.
Vanity sounds like a lilting lady
singing.
Vanity tastes like a very ripe
plum.
Vanity looks like a daisy, so
yellow and bright.
Vanity feels like the touch of
rabbit fur staying on your
fingertips.
-Jennifer Wade

-Stuart Miller
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Mixed Vegetables

When I Was a Brick

Just like mixed vegetables on the
supermarket shelf,
I'm very mixed up and can't help
myself.
I'm like the carrots-Soft in the center, tough around
the edges.
I'm like the peas-crushed easily.
I'm like potatoes
Usuallv liked well.
I'm like those vegetables.
mixed up about life itself.

Today I decided to be a brick.
I had nothing else really better to
do.
I chose a spot I thought
would be pretty fun.
I sat there, and I sat there
and just as I thought--here
came the boys in, one by one.
Some came from track.
Some came from baseball.
But my favorites came
out of the shower stall.
-Carolyn Carpenter

-Rhonda Smart
I Am So Happy
The Goldfish
Independently moving
But living together.
The goldfish in the aquarium
Are quiet and still.
They stare in wonder at
the passing world,
But never make a comment
as to their view.
Being a friend but being alone,
Having fun and vet still valuing
my privacy,
Watching others and trying to learn
from their mistakes,
Do I act like a goldfish?
I think so.
-Angie Dawson
One Year Ago
Three smiles , three coins
in the Fountain of Trevi.
Me and my two girlfriends,
now separated from each other,
the fate in life
shows its power.
One dreaming in one citv.
one studying in another,
and I'm here,
writing a poem.
-Cristina Mintegia

I am so happy,
I'm going to become a pappy,
I feel like a real man,
I'm happy, happy I know I am,
I have to be, I know I AM
I can't believe this has happened
to me,
I'm not old enough, responsible
enough, you see,
Nothing can help it now, no
matter how I plea,
I iust can't believe this has
happened to me.
-Elisa Jones
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Upon Doctor's Orders
Feet dangling from the white cot,
trying not to touch the cold steel of
the frame.
White tile floor, blurred by
unfelt tears
that drip to the paper gown.
I lie do·Nn. upon doctor's orders-put my feet in the stirrups.
I feel uncomfortable, think back to
the moment
when he touched me, when I tried
to pull away.
Block it out, don't think
It's over, I sit up
go home
to
staring eyes that won't look at me.
Psychologists tomorrow, trial
later
I go to sleep, upon doctor's orders.
-Julie D. Atkerton
Acapulco
Acapulco
The edges flipped until they are made
many layers of paper.
Stacks of worn, yellow paper
That converge in the middle
until they became ·one
one tropical paradise
With the smell of flowers and
coconut oil
wrapped into one neat. little
package
A package that arrived to the
searing
heat of Arkansas
many years ago
I remember when it came
Because I wanted Grandmother to
come home soon
From that tropical paradise of
flowers and coconuts
iust to see me
I turn the postcard over now
to read the carefully etched legacv
that grandmother was coming home
iust once more
to leave once again
forever.
-Shannon McDaniel
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I am an Owl with Laryngitis

The Ball

I am an owl with laryngitis
I call for a friend but I sound like
a french horn.
My throat is sore my head feels
like a soldier is beating
his drum in me.
I try to hoot but all that comes out
is hhhhh. I feel awful.
I feel like an elephant has just sat
on me. I feel awful,
rotten, terrible.
I try to talk once more. All
that comes is sssss.
I try one more time. All I hear is

I sit rolling
on top of the world
looking out onto
the precious land
with the wind
blowing in my face;
I watch the balloons
fly with the wind
a human with brown hair
throwing spaceships
at plants.
-Willie Reynolds
Guess

-Glenn Hayes
I am a Ram
I am a ram
I move very
slowly. I have
beast-like
figures. My
horns are
big and beautiful
like giant pearls.
My fur is like
the softness of
yarn and the color
of sawdust.
I am a ram.
-Allison Heavner

Being on~ of these you could see
Apples in trees and even the
Light of the sun. You will be
frightened of
Lightening and thunder
On a very rainy night.
Others may be jealous but some may
Not even care if you can fly.
-Rebecca Gregory
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Mr. Egghead

I Am a Pencil

His head is as big as a cat
White as a cloud.
His skin is as white as white as a
guinea pig's fur.
One day his head fell off and
someone found it and cooked it for
breakfast.

I am a pencil. Girls and boys write with
me and they play with me and lay me
down to rest. Sometimes they roll
me down their desk and I like it but
their teacher doesn't like it.
-Jennifer Duncan

-Berr Cupit
Noel
If I Were A Flower
If I were a flower
I would sme~l like the wind.

Noel looks like a chocolate candy bar.
She feels like a bumpy cloud.
Noel sounds like a growling bear.
She smells like a rose petal in a garden.

-Jennifer King

-Courtney Floyd

My Crystal Elephant

My Picture is a Grave

My crystal elephant lost a leg and
the top of its nose is gone.

It has a sword in it
and a crack on it
and blood on the
crack.

-Cris Reece

-Matthew Chandler
I Am a Sky
I am a sky. I go down snowy
hills. Sometimes I get bored by
the snow. I am lost.
-Dan Griffin

I

Am

I am a globe, people spin me around
I get very dizzy. My head is
China. My feet are the South Pole.
My arms are Egypt and the
United States.

I Am a Rock
-Jonathan Houston
I am a rock. I live under a bridge.
I have two feet when I go to school.
Everybody laughs at me but I am
not afraid.
-Matthew Myrick

The Picture I Didn't Draw
It was a pretty good picture
I had in mind
I was so sure
I couldn't draw it.
-Ben Cupit
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The Picture I Drew
The picture I drew was Mr . Pumpkinhead
I fixed his head but it was a new one.
It was fun. He looks funny now.
Mice live in his head now. Now he's
happy he's got window eyes.
-Andy Smithers
I Will Be

I will be a gypsy
I will wear lipstick.
wear funny clothes.
-Carmen Lewis

I will
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Homework

Weird

Human labor
On the study of
Man, arithmetic, English, and
Economics and all of this is
Worrisome
On the
Reactions of the brain but
Keeps you smart.

Weird tastes like cold pizza for
breakfast .
Weird looks like a dog carrying an
umbrella.
Weird smells like a dusty rose.
Weird feels like a labyrinth.
Weird sounds like a seagull in the
desert.

-Barte Finch
A Net
A net is a lot of holes tied
together with string.
-Steven Sparkman
The Brain
The brain is like people trapped
in a bone cage with thousands of
furr people surrounding it.
-Bradley Vaughn
Taking a Test
Taking a test tastes like old broccoli.
Taking a test feels like burnt
grass rubbing against your hands.
Taking a test sounds like the horrible
scream of a panther.
Taking a test looks like the awful
sight of danger.
Taking a test smells like blood
dripping off a rose.
-Paula Carmichael

-Opal Hammer
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Girl

New

Girl is sweet
in the sun
running in the sun or
loving in the sun

I am running with nowhere to run to.
I am listening with nothing to listen t o .
I am here, and ready to talk,
but nobody is here to listen.
I am new in the world,
with nothing to lean on.

-Ellen Hammond

-Melissa Mintan
Acrostic
Something on Monday
Nothing
On Tuesday
Wednesday leaves you behind.

The Turtle
The turtle is like a tank
Going across the ground
Fighting its way free.

-Brian Brunback
-Justin Causey
Poem of My Name
It's like a
half. It's a
shatter . And

Shell breaking in
Hard rock beginning to
Even stick
A Little kitten so
Large cage around
small. A
Echo in the dark.
me. An
A Yellow boat sailing
across the lake.
-Shelley Nash
Acrostic
No
Over
Smoking
arEa
-Scott Schraeder
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To the Banana
The brightness of the skin
The zipper which allows the sweet
smell to escape.
The flavor is of a distinct taste.
Everyone knows a banana.
-Shanie Patterson
Peaches
The sinfuls in life,
Soft, fuzzy, and attractive to vision
The stone inside ... hard to swallow.
-Holly Young
Elvicon

The Deceiver
I looked at the box that was given to me
It was velvet and black and definitely
costly. I shook it slyly, being extremely
cautious (for I couldn't reveal that I
knew what i t was). Nothing . Well, why not?
Certainly it was secured .
Yes, it was a marvelous plan I conjured.
I always smiled and made up every word
that I said
And it worked splendidly. I was sure
to be wed.
The length of time I waited was perfect
you see
- -it was a method of avoiding suspicion.
Kind of sneaky.
I picked up the box but it didn't feel
like smooth velvet.
But who cares about a box? That part
is irrelevant.
I opened it and there was nothing but
a slip of paper I unfolded that read
"You slut ! "

I opened a box and I saw Elvis
on the yellowed pages of my National
Enquirer
Wondering if the King was in as peaceful
a place
as the solemn look on his motionless
face.
I could hear Priscilla still sobbing
out of pity and pain.
Was Elvis's price his life for his fame?
Remember the rhinestone suits shined like
the cameras in the night.
You can almost smell the Dippy-Do in
his hair.
While ten choruses of "Heartbreak Hotel"
moans in the southern air.
We all know Graceland and records will
make him a legend forever.
The doctor or us? Who knows who caused
the pain?
Will the jury convict us for all the blame?
Who are we to judge? Did we wear his
platform shoes?
For everyone liked him, there's a pair too .
I wouldn't put them on. Would you?
-B. Fife

-Stacy Head
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School
School is a building that has walls
with romorrow inside.
-Kreste Watts
Moon
The
Has
Its
The

moon's illuminating presence
tempted man as it hangs in the sky.
hanging presence has called
earth for thousands of years.
-Bill Jeffry

Beauty
Glancing up I feel the colors.
Hundreds of dancing colors
Glistening in the light.
Lower now the sloping hill which
soon becomes a nose.
Still lower even a shining smile.
The delight of dentists about
the globe.
And yet the beloved frown of the
circus clown.
Spreading happiness even in gloom.
Warm hands encompassed in cool milkwhite skin.
The final touch a pair of baby feet
Which relay emotion so well,
Shaking as an acusing finger in anger.
An angel, a clown, a child,
Mine.
-Maube Adkins

Rock-N-Roll
"Ain't noise pollution," famous
Words like a hurricane
Acid rock's the house
Rock-n-roll music gonna play
all night" stimulating as an
aphrodisiac
Jammin' out with INXS
Electric guitar talking and
Laughing
Like an ax-murderer walking
To the chair
"So you want to be a rock-n-roll
Star," heavenly thrills
Tom Petty is an expert
Sex, drugs, a wild night,
a runaway train with no brakes
Stopping the rush means standing
Up and staring down at
Death
Tragedy accompanies a victorious
Reaper
The rock-n-roll star wins
And wild ones, the followers
Celebrate the return of their
Idol
To a world of white lines
And needles
Tempting as the forbidden
Fruit
The ecstasy and agony that
Only Bon Scott knew
Contained in the shining,
smooth vodka
The "Highway to Hell" that
He followed
As surely as a Holy Father
Follows God.
-Cymber Tadlock
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Bodcaw Creek

Endings

I can remember when he used to go
down to the creek and shoot snakes
so they wouldn't bite any of his other
great grandchildren.
I can remember how old he was,
and how hard it was for him to breathe,
But he would always go to the creek
and shoot the snakes.
I can remember sitting at his funeral .
The preacher spoke.
He was so old, I was so young.
When I go down to the creek
and try to shoot
the snakes,
I always think of him.

I got in t o the car-He started the engine -Neither of us said a word .

Chris May

...

I watched the stars-He watched the road-Neither of us said a word.
I got out of the car-He waited till I got to the door-Neither of us said a word .
I turned off the porchlight-He backed out of the drive-Neither of us said a word .
I prepared for bed-He disappeared into darkness-Neither of us said a word .

The Wallet
Christy Smith
When he looks at his wallet,
he remembers the first time he saw it.
Sitting on the shelf it looks
so big and so blue.
Then he thinks of the money
he once had in it.
Then he hears his boss saying,
"Percy, get back to sweeping."
Chris May
My Niece
My niece is like the chickens
that crow in the morning,
the tipping of her steps awakes
the sleep.
She cries, and hits for something
to eat.
Paula Flournay

The Short Distance
Midnight r an with t he speed of the
truck
His legs were strong and steady but
his eyes lacked a skill.
Travelling on the highway, we were
almost home
Machine on the right side, animal on
the other.
Suddenly on the hill came the murderer
a fast engine going, never slowing .
My friend left alone lying silent on
the road.
One engine slowed, the other kept going.
Randy ·H:kkman
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New Year's Eve

Driving

New Year's Eve at Richard's apartment
there were people all around.
With all the music and laughter
nothing could bring us down.
Richard was the kind of guy
who would never let you down,
who would've known he wouldn't
be here when I needed him around.

Driving home from Crossett to Stamps
My brother beside me fast asleep
I follow my parents for the whole 100
miles
Coming from choir school
Accelerating toward them I try to
catch up.
Never mind, we'll make it all right
I said to my brother.
What I though was all right
must have been a dream.
The road as my sheets,
awakened by crashing and
singing of metals.
A nightmare of glass and a
chorus of blood.

Malinda Jones
Today
I opened my eyes
The phone was ringing
I listened.
Out of bed.
My mother reached it first
I listened.
"Oh George ."
"I'll be right there."
"Yes, I'll tell Mother."
I gave Mom a hug,
I sat at the funeral,
I listened.
Amy Wilson

Mark Nix
Why?
As I fumbled through my locker,
prepared myself for my next class, I
felt a firm hand on my shoulder.
When I turned around to see, I saw
my mother's best friend. She looked
as she always did except her facial
expression was gloomy and fragile.
As I saw that, mine became the
same way for I felt something was
not right. All I said was, "Where
is Mom?" She replied cautiously, "At
home."
She spoke these words very sternly.
Then she began to say, "Your grandmother
is ... well ... gone, Tina. I knew
what she meant, even though I was very
young. My only response was to grab
her and sob dearly. When I got home
my mother was crying terribly, for
she was the baby and Grandma's favorite.
I thought to myself, "Why? Why? Why?
Why me" Why her? Why us? Whj now?
Tina Johnson
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Streets
The streets are filled
with snow
The trees are all dead
I'm walkin~ all alone
I feel very cold
I see my breath
I need to ~o home
-Katy N. Fish
The Airport
The airport is a noisy place,
but when you take off .it puts a
smile on your face,
to feel vourself lifting off
the ~round,
it feels sort of like you're
spinning around.
-Lori Belvedresi
My Brother Justin
Everyone should have a brother
I would trade mine for another
If I could get
a good deal
-Jennifer Collins
Girlfriends
Girlfriends are like ice
when you try to kiss them
Girlfriends are like thev are
humin~ when vou are chasin~
them
Girlfriends are like monkeys
smiling
when you go by and as you go by
t !tey are like clouds staring
at you
-Bubba Arey
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Inside

A New Day and Time

Inside I am a cat pouncing around
with sharp teeth
and sharp claws like a tiger.

Dust covered everything
like the sands of Africa.
Suddenly masks floated
in the shafts of sunlight,
gods of the past come to haunt,
springing from the dust of time.
Begging to be known again.
Caught in the cubes of life,
Free to float on the air of
a new day and time.

Then I pace around my food
with the most courage you c9uld ever
imagine
and chase a mouse like a cheetah
hunting.
I pounce on the flowers
with dignity
and lots of respect.
When I'm done I feel like a tired
old man
falling asleep in an easy chair
waiting for my heated milk.
Matt Fears
My Clothes Before They Knew Me
My old clothes are rough and dirty .
They lived a life of crime!
They were crammed into drawers!
They were unfolded, had hooks in them!
Then one day a person came along
and took the clothes out of the drawer
and put stickers on them(or price tags).
Before they knew it somebody new
had taken them home and were wearing
them
so they could be old once more
for somebody else.
Jennifer Wagner

Anonymous
Fishing at Night
Fun and
Intelligent
Some
Hours
In the
Night
Good fishing is possible.
Jimmy Harp
Acrostic
Foxes hopping
Over
Red stones
Enticingly
Smashing
Tulips.
Mike
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Acrostic
When you are
At
The place
Everyone should
Rest at.
-Jason Clark
The Car Passed Me By
As passionately as a lioness
ripping the life
Out of an antelope.
Mv left arm as heavv as anv
upright thumb could
Ever let an arm be.
I kept walking with the vacuum
of the semi
Trucks pounding mv backside
Tving my hair in knots as deftly
as
A sailor at sea.
But I didn't think twice about
anything.
Hitchhiking is like poetrv
Always brainstorming about your
next step
Makes you feel like you're in
the present.
-Donovan Hash
Waking Up in the Morning
Waking up in the morning is like
getting a cat to swim.
The floor is cold as if I were
walking on ice.
The light switch hides like a
worm from a bird.
When I see the horrid reflection
in the mirror _,
I dash back to bed.
- Catherine Holloway
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The Big Black Bear

When I'm 55

Tremendous as a dinosaur,
neat as a frog, hardworking as a
turtle, black as the
night skv. his nails are sharp as
knives. but
gentle as the wind. his paws are
soft as a pillow.
He lives in a cave. He helps
small children
and kills harming animals. If
you ever meet
a bear this is the one to meet.

I'll go to Hawaii
and sit under coconut trees.
I'll drink coconut milk that's as
white as a dove.
I'll watch the sun setting over
the horizon.
Then I will go to bed and
sleep under quilts as soft as
feathers.
But now I have to write
a child a story and read it to
him.
But maybe I'll practice a little
now so when I'm 55, people
won't be surprised when I'm in
Hawaii tasting the coconut milk
and salt from the ocean on my
lips.

-Cott
My Cat Named Spot
My cat is as
playful as a kitten,
small as the petal of a rose,
black as the soot of a fireplace,
White as moonbeams in the night,
swift as a rabbit,
soft as a cottonball,
he rolls in the grass like an
Easteregg down a hill.
-Eric Barrett
The Tiger is as
orange as muddy water
black as shadows
protects its home like a gun
teeth as sharp as knives
claws like daggers
eyes as shiny as Jewels
breath as hot as the sun
fur as soft as silk
whiskers like needles
a better hunter than man
to its cub it is gentle as
the breez-:
fast as the wind
beautiful like a lily
striped as a shirt
-Delight Gilley

-Angel Smedley
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Amy for Presidentl

Ocean

If I were President
Kids wouldn't go to school.
You would go to iail
for half a year
If you weren't cool.
Your parents would not
Serve Liver,
Lima Beans,
Or a single green.
They wouldn't make kids clean
up rooms.
And they couldn't be mean.

~~ waters were calm
A boat came along
and disturbed me while
I was calm asleep.
It took me a long time
to calm to sleep again.

-Amy Mathis
If I Were a Stoplight

•

If I were a stoplight
I would be pretty.
My colors would be
Lavender, purple, pink.
Pink would be to stop
Purple would be to go,
Lavender would be to yield.
-Christi Dunlap
Tears
Once a tear has fallen
it has fallen forever.
Tears are a sign of being happy,
sad, or scared.
One thing you remember
about that tear
is the feeling
it came along with.
A tear is also shown when
You get hurt.
like having your feelings hurt.
or a cut.
But evervone knows
that once one tear is shed
There will be another one
close behind.

-Brian Buehrlen
I am ???

People walk into my ear
And sit in my body .
Two men sit in my eyes.
When they turn me on ,
I run down a long road,
Jump and start flying .
I take people all over the
world.
I am an airplane.
-B.B. Barnett
If I Were a Burp

If I were a burp
I wouldn't smell like ordinary
burps.
I'd smell like perfume and people
would love to burp me out .
They 'd probably put signs up about
me.
-Renee Williams
My Brain
My brain is a closet ,
I stick everything in it I can .
It has stuff in it I didn't even
know was there. When I put too
much stuff
in it, the door comes open, and it
all falls out .

-Drema Rains
- Kevin Cagle
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The Zebra

Flat Is Like •..

One day a zebra was plain white
until an artist painted it with black
stripes .
He asked a man if it looked neat.
The man said it was unique.
Every time you see a white horse,
Don't let an artist get around it.

Flat sounds like a pancake screaming
after being drowned in heavy syrup.
Flat looks like a manhole cover in
the middle of a forgotten street.
Flat smells like water from a stream
trickling out of the underground realm.

Anonymous
Flat feels like the bumpy/smooth surface of polished & updated coin.
How to Know You're In My Imagination
Jared Ramey
Well, it's simple.
You will be walking on air.
Then you'll be chased by a crocodare
Then you'll be chased up a tree,
Then count to three and disappear into
air.
So if you don ' t like my imagination
You can leave.
And then I ' ll ask my neighbor if he
would like to come in.
Kohle Permenter

Fear
As I rode along the dirt road
I felt as if I was the only one
around except for my horse.
My horse suddenly jumped
I felt as if my stomach had just
fallen below my knees.
I then knew I was falling.
As I hit the ground I knew fear.
Debbie Reed

How to Make an Universe
To make an universe,
first get some balls,
all different sizes and shapes,
Then go to a store in the neighboring
town and buy some real beautiful paints.
Paint all the balls,
every color you feel,
Then string them up in a big box.
Geoy Hoag
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Somedav
Somedav I mav pack mv bag
and run away.
Someday I may.
But not today.
Some night
I might slip away in the moonlight .
I might, some night.
But not tonight.
Some night.
Some day I might. I may.
But right now I think I'll stay.
The Work of Mv Eve
One day I planned to go to the
circus.
But my mother wanted me to go
outside
and play, so I took a chair on
the porch
and listened to my radio a while
After I turned on the radio my
father came home.
And then I knew it was the
biggest dream of all.
-Weslev Jefferson
If Mv Fingers Were Mice
If my fingers were mice, I would

cut them
off. I know it would hurt , but I
don't want mice on my fingers.
-Andrea Carpenter
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Stereo
Stereo is like a big band
Sitting in my car
Blaring in my ear.
Sometimes I wish
My brother would just turn it off
But if I were to ask
Him t o turn it off
I would be walking home.
-Kim Kirkham

Acrostic
Comes
Out in the day when it rains
And when it's cold.
They come in different colors.
Some keep you warm like covers.
-Sidney Miller
Poetry
Poetry is not
Just words
It's feelings and emotions
You can write
From the heart and soul
Your goals and dreams
Not the big test
Poetry is not your report card
It is you .
-Aurora Simes

I Ain't Gonna Do It
I ain't gonna do it
uh, uh, no way.
I just wanna know why should I
do it
please do say
I won't jump off a mountain
or do a stunt on a train.
What do you take me for,
you must be insane.
Even if you beg me twice
or throw a fit ...
uh, uh, no way.
I ain't gonna do it.
-La Sha Avance
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~-Ianted

My Planet Fruit

I want a car that will go over 250 mph
It will be jet black and
sail through the wind
Nothing will stop it, not even a cop,
not even a wall. It will be fool proof.
It will be mine.

The planet Fruit is a big round orange.
People drive around in lemons,
Kids go to cherries for schools.
The stores are big purple grapes.
I live in a big red apple
With a leaf chimney.
The rich live in pineapples.
The poor live in pears.
It rains bananas
And snows strawberries.
That's why I love my planet Fruit.

-Brian Wilson
I Remember
When I was little.
I lay in my cradle
And would stare at the ceiling
My mom would walk in,
And stare at me.
-Daniel Griffin
Things My Mother Never Told Me
My mother never told me much about
her childhood, even when I asked.
All she would tell me and try to
make me believe was how innocent she
really was. Hoping it will have an
effect on how innocent she thinks
I should be.
-Tina Bufkin
I Remember
I remember that day
in blistery snow,
and said to my
self "Do I have to
walk that long
path all the way?"
-Evalinda Flesher
How to Make Sunshine
Toss a few people into a pot
and call it New York.
-Jennifer Fairchild

-Latonya Tidwell
So Much Depends Upon
So much depends upon a
window. Covered with finger
prints.
-Paige Stewart
Things I Never Told Mother
I never told mother
about the time Aisha
took the pone after she
fell asleep.
I never told Mom
Bill went over to Sandy's house.
I never told her about
the night of the homecoming
where we went afterwards.
I never told her
Sandy didn't stay at the
dance with us.
I never told her Aisha
drove the car across town.
And I never told her
that we wen: to go
visit Shaun
while he was in the
hospital.
-Aaernetta Cornilious

